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Amthal designs and upgrades JPA Furniture’s fire safety and
security solutions
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Amthal designed and installed a fire alarm and security system for JPA Furniture around worki

Contract furniture specialists JPA Furniture has returned to its security roots, looking to
Amthal to design, install and maintain a bespoke fire safety solution for the benefit of its
staff and visitors.

JPA Furniture initially used Amthal to create a bespoke CCTV system for its head office before
requesting the fire and security specialist takeover an existing intruder alarm.

So impressed with the continued attention to customer detail, design, careful installation and
ongoing maintenance, the award-winning family firm again called Amthal back to design and
install a state of the art fire safety solution.

Amthal worked with JPA Furniture from the initial design process, carrying out a thorough site
survey to ensure the resulting fire alarm system would accommodate the company needs, and
installation was planned around working hours to minimise disruption.
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Complete building fire and security needs

Says Ian Pulsford, Financial Controller at JPA Furniture “Amthal is a company that is a true breath
of fresh air in their attentiveness to their customers. They listen to exact requirements and invest in
the right research and team to turn the individual needs of a company into a bespoke reality. For
both the security and fire safety solutions, installation was completed with the engineers proving to
be polite and courteous whilst going out of their way to reduce disruption as much as possible. With
Amthal on board, we have total peace of mind our offices are safe and secure and we would have
no hesitation in recommending them, and commending their great customer service.”

Phil Bryant, Service Accounts Manager at Amthal Fire & Security added “Like JPA Furniture,
Amthal has evolved as a family business, with a core mission, vision and set of values in which we
consider our customers to be an extension of our team and business. It’s something we think sets
us apart in a crowded marketplace. With this in mind it’s in our core ‘DNA’ to support bespoke
requirements. And we illustrate our dedication to finding the right solutions throughout the process,
from the first meeting through design to installation and reliable ongoing maintenance. We believe it
’s why company’s such as JPA Furniture call us back to look after their complete building fire and
security needs.”
Delivering advanced electronic fire & security solutions

Independently owned, Amthal Fire & Security is dedicated to satisfying end user needs for
security safety and convenience offering design, installation, service and remote monitoring of
advanced electronic fire & security solutions, including intruder, Fire, Access and CCTV systems.

Amthal Fire & Security is accredited by the Security Systems and Alarm Inspection Board
(SSAIB) United Kingdom Accreditation Services (UKAS) and British Approvals for Fire Equipment
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